Montreat (N.C.) vs. Point (Ga.)
4/1/2017
Montreat, NC

Point (Ga.) at Montreat (N.C.) (Game 1)
4/1/2017 Montreat, NC

Score by Innings

Point (Ga.) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E
Montreat (N.C.) 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 - 2 5 1

E- Pendley, Beilstein, Runyans, Ellis
DP- PU(1): ; LEFT- PU(6): Pesce,Pendley,O'Neal(2),Brown,Hinkle; MONT(8):
MONT(0): Woody(3),Nolasco,Shelton,Powell(2),Yeager
2B- Pendley,
O'Neal(2)
HR-
SB- CS-
SH- SF-

Point (Ga.) IP HR ER BB SO AB FO GO NP
Beilstein, Allie 7.0 5 2 0 3 4 28 10 3 98
Total: 7.0 5 2 0 3 4 28 10 3 98

Montreat (N.C.) IP HR ER BB SO AB FO GO NP
Ellis, Ronnie 4.1 3 5 4 3 3 17 4 4 84
Harris, Josie 2.2 6 3 3 1 4 13 2 1 56
Total: 7.0 9 8 7 4 7 30 6 5 140

Winner- Beilstein, Allie
Loser- Ellis, Ronnie
Save-
Point (Ga.) vs. Montreat (N.C.)
4/1/2017

Score by Innings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point (Ga.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreat (N.C.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Point (Ga.) Starting Lineup-
Madyson Brown (3B), Sadie Proctor (SS), Shea Pendley (1B), Brooke Williams (C), Kelsey Davis (DP), Amber Anderson (CF), Tomi Kate O'Neal (2B), Leslie Hinkle (LF), Allie Beilstein (P), Morgan Runyans (RF).

Montreat (N.C.) Starting Lineup-
Mikki SHELTON (2B), Aly WOODY (LF), Cailin WARNER (1B), Ashlyn VICKERS (DP), Malyn NOCERA (3B), Karley YEAGER (SS), Kelsey NOLASCO (C), Bree POWELL (RF), Aubree SLUDER (CF), Ronnie ELLIS (P).

Umpires-

Top of 1st- Madyson Brown flied out to the pitcher's mound(8)[0-0]. Sadie Proctor reached base on Ronnie ELLIS' dropped fly[3-2 BBBSS]. Shea Pendley doubled to center[2-2 SSBB], Sadie Proctor Scored. Brooke Williams flied out to short(6)[1-0 B]. Kelsey Davis struck out swinging[3-2 BBBSS].
(1 Run, 1 Hit, 1 Error, 1 LOB)

Bottom of 1st- Mikki SHELTON grounded out to third(5-3)[1-1 BF]. Aly WOODY singled to center[1-2 FSB]. Cailin WARNER struck out swinging[2-2 BBFSS]. Ashlyn VICKERS flied out to left(7)[3-1 BBSB].
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Top of 2nd- Amber Anderson grounded out to short(6-3)[2-1 SBB]. Tomi Kate O'Neal grounded out to short(6-3)[1-2 BFS]. Leslie Hinkle reached on a walk[3-0 BBBB]. Allie Beilstein grounded out to third(5-3)[0-0].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Bottom of 2nd- Malyn NOCERA struck out swinging[0-2 SSS]. Karley YEAGER reached base on Morgan Runyans' bobble[1-1 BS]. Kelsey NOLASCO struck out looking[3-2 BBBBBFS]. Bree POWELL reached on a walk[3-0 BBBB], Karley YEAGER advanced to second. Aubree SLUDER lined out to short(6)[1-0 B].
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 1 Error, 2 LOB)

Top of 3rd- Madyson Brown reached on a walk[3-0 BBBB]. Sadie Proctor grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-3)[0-0]. Shea Pendley flied out to center(8-5)[0-1 S], Madyson Brown advanced to third. Brooke Williams lined out to second(4)[2-2 SBBS].
Bottom of 3rd- Mikki SHELTON reached base on Shea Pendley's bobble[0-1 S]. Aly WOODY grounded out to third(5-4)[0-0], Mikki SHELTON Scored, advanced on the throw. Cailin WARNER flew out to second(3)[0-0]. Ashlyn VICKERS flew out to center(7)[0-0]. (1 Run, 0 Hits, 1 Error, 0 LOB)

Top of 4th- Kelsey Davis struck out swinging[1-2 FBFS]. Amber Anderson singled, thru the hole at SS[3-2 KBBBSFF]. Tomi Kate O'Neal reached first on the fielder's choice[2-2 FFBFB], Amber Anderson was forced out(5-4). Leslie Hinkle struck out looking[2-2 KKBKF]. (0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Bottom of 4th- Malyn NOCERA popped out to left(7)[2-2 BKKB]. Karley YEAGER lined out to third(5)[1-1 SB]. Kelsey NOLASCO reached on a walk[3-2 BBKBFBB]. Bree POWELL singled to left[0-2 FK], Kelsey NOLASCO advanced to second. Aubree SLUDER struck out swinging[2-2 BSBSS]. (0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Top of 5th- Allie Beilstein flied out to center(8)[2-2 SSBB]. Madyson Brown hit by pitch[0-0]. Sadie Proctor singled, thru the hole at SS[2-2 BFFB], Madyson Brown advanced to second. Shea Pendley reached on a walk[3-0 BBBBB], Madyson Brown advanced to third, Sadie Proctor advanced to second. HARRIS now in to pitch, replacing ELLIS[0-0]. Brooke Williams bunted and reached on a base hit[1-1 BS], Madyson Brown Scored, Sadie Proctor advanced to third, Shea Pendley advanced to second. Striblin came in to play DP, Davis goes out[0-0]. Lacy Striblin struck out swinging[1-2 SFBS]. Amber Anderson reached on a walk[3-2 KBBBKB], Sadie Proctor Scored, Shea Pendley advanced to third, Brooke Williams advanced to second. Tomi Kate O'Neal doubled to left-center[0-2 SS], Shea Pendley Scored, Brooke Williams Scored, Amber Anderson Scored, Tomi Kate O'Neal was out stretching(8-5). (5 Runs, 3 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 5th- Substitution - No Change[0-0]. Mikki SHELTON singled to third[0-0]. Aly WOODY singled, thru the hole at SS[0-0], Mikki SHELTON advanced to second. Cailin WARNER flew out in foul territory(2)[1-1 SB]. Ashlyn VICKERS flew out to center(8-5)[2-0 BB], Mikki SHELTON advanced to third, Mikki SHELTON was out stretching(5-4). credited with a double play.

(0 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Top of 6th- Leslie Hinkle flied out in foul territory(4)[0-2 SS]. Allie Beilstein struck out swinging[2-2 FBSBS]. Madyson Brown flied out to left(7)[2-1 BSB]. (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 6th- Malyn NOCERA flied out to short(6)[0-0]. Karley YEAGER flied out to center(8)[0-0]. Kelsey NOLASCO grounded out to short(6)[1-2 SFB]. (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 7th- Sadie Proctor grounded out to short(6-3)[0-2 SF]. Shea Pendley singled, thru the hole at SS[3-1 BBSB]. Brooke Williams singled to center[2-1 BBS], Shea Pendley advanced to second. Pesce pinch hitting for Striblin[0-0]. Substitution - No Change[1-0 B]. Cassandra Pesce singled to center[2-0 BB], Shea Pendley
Scored, Brooke Williams advanced to second. Amber Anderson struck out looking[3-2 BSBSBS]. Tomi Kate O'Neal doubled to left[0-1 S], Brooke Williams Scored, Cassandra Pesce advanced to third. Leslie Hinkle struck out looking[2-2 SBFBS].
(2 Runs, 4 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 7th**- Pesce moves to DP[0-0]. Bree POWELL flied out to center(8)[1-2 SSB]. Aubree SLUDER reached on a walk[3-2 BBBSSFB]. Mikki SHELTON singled to short[0-0], Aubree SLUDER advanced to second. Aly WOODY reached base on Allie Beilstein's bobble[0-1 S], Aubree SLUDER advanced to third, Aubree SLUDER Scored, advanced on the throw, Mikki SHELTON advanced to second. TOWNSEND pinch hitting for WARNER[0-0]. Substitution - No Change[0-0]. Connor TOWNSEND flied out to left(7)[0-1 S]. ELLIS pinch hitting for VICKERS[0-0]. Ronnie ELLIS flied out to center(8)[0-1 S].
(1 Run, 1 Hit, 1 Error, 2 LOB)